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Abstract This paper reviews the long-standing debate

surrounding the nature of machine intelligence, auton-

omy and creativity and argues for an approach to devel-

oping autonomous computational creativity that mod-

els personal motivations, social interactions and the

evolution of domains. The implications of this argument

on the types of cognitive processes that are required for

the development of autonomous computational creativ-

ity are explored and a possible approach to achieving

the goal is described. In particular, this paper describes

the development of artificial creative systems composed

of intrinsically motivated agents engaging in language

games to interact with a shared social and cultural en-

vironment. The paper discusses the implications that

this type of approach may have for the development of

autonomous creative systems.

Keywords autonomy · computational creativity ·
artificial creative systems · systems theories of

creativity · autopoiesis · intrinsic motivation · language

games · evolution of language

1 Introduction

Computational Creativity is a synthetic approach to

the study of creativity. There are three clear motiva-

tions for the study of computational creativity: (1) to
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provide insights into the nature of creativity; (2) to

produce tools to support human creativity; and, (3) to

develop autonomous machines capable of undertaking

tasks that currently require human creativity (Colton

and Pease, 2011).

This paper focusses on the first of these motiva-

tions with specific reference to questions of autonomy

in computational models of creativity. What would it

mean to produce an autonomous creative system? How

might we approach this task? And, how would we know

if we had succeeded? To examine the implications for

the development of autonomous creative systems, these

questions will be explored with reference to our current

understanding of human creativity.

1.1 The Lovelace Objection

The question of the autonomy of machines displaying

apparently intelligent or creative behaviour pre-dates

the manufacture of machines on which to test them.

Famously, Ada Augusta, Countess of Lovelace, com-

mented upon her translation of Menabrea’s “Sketch of

the Analytical Engine”, declaring that:

The Analytical Engine has no pretensions to orig-

inate anything. It can do whatever we know how

to order it to perform. It can follow analysis;

but it has no power of anticipating any analyt-

ical relations or truths. Its province is to assist

us in making available what we are already ac-

quainted with.”

(Menabrea and Augusta 1842)

Consequently, according to Boden (1990), Lady Lovelace

would have credited any creative products of the Ana-

lytical Engine to the engineer, not to the engine. Turing
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(1948) responded to Lovelace’s objection in two ways:

firstly, he noted that computers often surprised him,

due to a faulty understanding on his part and the com-

plex nature of the processes involved, highlighting the

subjective nature of any ascription of creativity. Sec-

ondly, Turing explored in some detail the notion of a

machine that could organise itself through clearly pro-

grammed means but more importantly as a result of its

“experiences”. Turing’s stated position already begins

to raise questions about the need for autonomy in in-

telligent machines if they are to be considered creative.

Interestingly, Turing’s responses do not focus on the

imitation of creative behaviour but the development of

an independent intelligence.

The importance of creativity as a foundation of ma-

chine intelligence continued to be recognised as com-

puter science developed increasingly sophisticated tech-

niques. “Randomness and Creativity” was one of only

a small number of topics proposed for the Dartmouth

Summer Research Conference on Artificial Intelligence

as one of the grand challenges facing the nascent field:

A fairly attractive and yet clearly incomplete

conjecture is that the difference between creative

thinking and unimaginative competent thinking

lies in the injection of a some randomness. The

randomness must be guided by intuition to be

efficient. In other words, the educated guess or

the hunch include controlled randomness in oth-

erwise orderly thinking.

(McCarthy et al 1955)

Some of the early pioneers attending this workshop

went on to develop the first examples of computational
creativity, developing discovery systems that reproduced

the findings of eminent scientists (Langley et al, 1987).

Meanwhile, Lenat (1976) explored the discovery of the-

ories in mathematics and Harold Cohen began his epic

development effort, resulting in AARON (McCorduck,

1990). Despite some impressive results the early discov-

ery systems came under increasing criticism for their

lack of autonomy, either because of the amount and

type of information provided at the outset, or because

the systems relied on human supervision to determine

when a significant result had been achieved (Lenat and

Brown, 1984).

2 Creativity

The need to define the nature of creativity has haunted

most attempts to develop models and theories of it. The

difficulty of this task is clear from the abundance of

definitions that can be found in the literature – Taylor

(1988) gives some 50 definitions. One definition of cre-

ativity upon which there is a general consensus is that

creativity is the ability to produce work that is novel

and valuable. Mayer (1999) refers to this as the ‘basic

definition of creativity’ and much research in creativity

has attempted to identify the specific abilities and be-

haviours of creative individuals or clarify what is meant

when something is described as being novel (original,

new, unexpected, surprising) and valuable (useful, ap-

propriate, aesthetic, adapted). Beyond the basic defini-

tion, however, precise definitions of creativity diverge

dramatically and there is a danger for researchers “to

view a part of creativity as the whole phenomenon”

(Sternberg and Lubart, 1999, p. 4); often leading to

hotly contested views.

Creativity is often identified as a social construc-

tion and as such has a strong honorific sense that is as

much the result of an audience’s appreciation of a work

as it is the creator’s production. Some researchers re-

serve creativity solely for those who make a significant

contribution to a domain of knowledge (Csikszentmi-

halyi, 1988). Proponents of these definitions contend

that creativity cannot occur in a vacuum and must be

studied in the context of the socio-cultural environment

of the creator (Gruber, 1974; Gardner, 1993; Simon-

ton, 1984; Martindale, 1990). Other popular definitions

of creativity maintain the distinction between personal

and social creativity. Boden (1990) defines both psycho-

logical creativity (P-creativity) and historical creativity

(H-creativity), while Gardner (1993) distinguishes be-

tween little-c (mundane) and big-C (eminent) creativ-

ity. Within these definitions both Boden and Gardner

suggest that creativity has two important but distinct

meanings for the research community; the first is a la-
bel used to identify the processes employed by a creative

individual, the second is a title awarded by society to

honour the importance of creative works or creative in-

dividuals.

2.1 Approaches to Studying Creativity

Many different approaches have been taken to studying

human creativity. The study of exceptional individuals,

those who make substantial contributions to human cul-

ture, was the dominant focus of early studies of human

creativity. A focus on creative genius continues in recent

research (Sternberg, 1988; Gardner, 1993), however, the

study of exceptional individuals has waned as the study

of everyday creativity has increased. Bohm (1968) ar-

gued that the creativity of eminent artists and scientists

does not arise from particular mental talents but from

an ability to overcome inhibitions.
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2.1.1 The Four Ps

Approaches to studying creativity have typically fo-

cussed on one of the Four Ps proposed by Rhodes (1961):

person, process, product and press.

Person: Guilford (1950) called for the study of the

creative person, leading to an abundance of research

highlighting specific characteristics of creative individ-

uals including intelligence, attitudes, and behaviours.

While no general consensus has been arrived at regard-

ing the cognitive characteristics of creative people, the

research in this area has provided interesting and useful

results (Tardif and Sternberg, 1988). For example, Am-

abile (1985) conducted extensive studies of motivation

in creative individuals and found that intrinsic motiva-

tions play a more important role for creative individuals

than extrinsic motivations.

Process: The detailed study of people engaged in

creative tasks has provided valuable insights into the

nature of everyday creativity as the extraordinary re-

sult of ordinary thought processes (Weisberg, 1988);

and, with the availability of technology for studying the

brain during creative tasks, there is an increasing use

of techniques from neuroscience (Takeuchi et al, 2011;

Chermahini and Hommel, 2010; Arden et al, 2010).

Product: Many researchers advocate a product-

centric view for the evaluation of creativity (Plucker

et al, 2004; Ritchie, 2001; Petroski, 1992). Studies of

preference judgements have provided insights into the

perception of creativity (Berlyne, 1971; Humphrey, 1973;

Gaver and Mandler, 1987). Tardif and Sternberg (1988)

argued, however, that the production of novel work is

insufficient for the attribution of creativity, rather it

has to be considered within a domain-specific context.

This argument was supported by the studies of Martin-

dale et al (1988), which showed that the perception of

creativity changes with exposure to examples of works.

Press (of the environment): The physical, social

and cultural environment that a creative individual op-

erates in has a significant influence (Simonton, 1988;

Hennessey and Amabile, 2010). In particular, Gardner

(1993) examined the environments within which excep-

tional individuals were raised and worked in later life.

In describing the press of the environment, Rhodes

(1961) focused on the influence of the environment on

a person during the creative process, rather than how

a creative product is judged by others or the influ-

ence that the creative person has on the world. Conse-

quently, Simonton (1990) added a fifth P to this list—

Persuasion: The ability to persuade others of the value

of one’s work.

2.2 Cognitive Models of Creativity

Models of creative thought processes have significantly

influenced the development computational creativity.

Early models of creative thinking relied heavily on in-

trospection. Poincaré (1913) first proposed that creativ-

ity could be broken down into a period of conscious

work followed by a period of unconscious work. Wallas

(1926) proposed that creativity proceeds through a se-

ries of four phases: preparation, incubation, illumination

and verification.

A concerted effort to study creative thinking began

with Guilford’s 1950 address to the American Psycho-

logical Association (Guilford, 1950). As a result, prin-

cipled and objective accounts of the cognitive processes

involved started to appear. Koestler (1964) presented

an early example of this type of model as bisociation,

which appears to be both general and mechanistic, but

as Boden (1990) notes: “The thought processes [Koestler]

described do happen, and they do seem to be involved

in creativity. But because how they happen was not

detailed, he did not fully explain how creativity is pos-

sible.” This apparent lack of specificity has not stopped

the further development of the idea of bisociation, which

in more recent years has developed into the more de-

tailed computational model of conceptual blending, hav-

ing been informed by the development of frame-based

knowledge representations by Minsky (1975) as well as

the cognitive architectures of Soar (Laird et al, 1987)

and ACT-R (Anderson and Lebiere, 1998).

2.2.1 Boden’s Model of Creative Thinking

Boden’s model of creative thinking has been particu-

larly influential in the development and understanding

of computational models of creative processes (Boden,

1990). The model provides an account of the creative

process in terms of two primary processes: the explo-

ration of an existing conceptual space; and, the trans-

formation of conceptual spaces. As described by Boden

(1990), conceptual spaces cover broad areas of exper-

tise, e.g., jazz music and poetry, although the consti-

tution of the conceptual space is never formally de-

fined. Boden (2004) argued that transformation is the

only process that can lead to genuinely creative ideas:

“A merely novel idea is one which can be described

and/or produced by the same set of generative rules as

are other, familiar ideas. A genuinely original, or cre-

ative, idea is one which cannot.” While it is tempting to

equate the transformation of a conceptual state to H-

creativity, the history of human creativity does not sup-

port this view, which has hailed the creativity of both

the “young turks” who have revolutionised domains and
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“old masters” who have spent lifetimes perfecting their

craft (Galenson, 2008).

Boden’s model of creativity poses two significant

challenges for the development of autonomous creative

systems. The first is that, while the model is expressed

in computational terms, little detail is given about rep-

resentation of conceptual spaces or the mechanisms re-

quired to produce, maintain, explore and transform them.

Boden (1990) has argued that conceptual spaces are

developed and solidified as individuals acquire knowl-

edge in a domain but again no detail is given about

the nature of this domain knowledge or the types of

learning processes that may be involved. Boden (1995)

argues that increased exposure to a domain produces

richer, deeper cognitive maps which may act as a guide

to search. Meanwhile, researchers have developed more

detailed formalisms of these ideas (Wiggins, 2006), in-

cluding possible mechanisms for the structuring of con-

ceptual spaces (Thornton, forthcoming).

The second, and perhaps more serious, challenge to

the development of autonomous creative systems based

on Boden’s model of creativity is the absence of any role

for motivation or attention in the model. Boden (1994)

offers two explanations for not addressing questions of

motivation in her model of creativity: computational

models of motivation have not been sufficiently well de-

fined; and, motivation is concerned with the “why” and

not the “how” of creativity.

It could also be reasonably argued that Boden’s

model can be extended at a later time to add a model

of motivation but motivation does far more than pro-

vide an impetus to engage in a creative process. Bohm

(1968) argued that understanding why artists and sci-

entists are so deeply interested in their work will pro-

vide explanations about how some people are capable of

producing creative work while others with similar men-

tal capabilities are not. Amabile (1985) showed the pro-

found impact that intrinsic and extrinsic motivations,

both positive and negative, have on creativity.

In addition, Csikszentmihalyi’s studies of flow, where

creative individuals experience an altered state of con-

sciousness when engaged in highly productive creative

activity, suggest that attentional control and selectiv-

ity are two of the most significant predictors of creative

performance (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Researchers can-

not afford to ignore these findings if they are to de-

velop autonomous computer programs capable of inde-

pendently governing their own creative processes.

2.3 The Challenge of Autonomy

The omission of self-motivation or self-direction from

Boden’s model of creative thinking is also surprising

when one considers the long tradition of empirical re-

search that has established autonomy as one of the

core characteristics of the creative personality (Sheldon,

1995). But then, as Smithers (1997) argues, the term

“autonomous” has long been wasted in AI, robotics

and Artificial Life by its ill-disciplined use; variously

being used as a synonym for “intelligent”, “indepen-

dent”, “self-sufficient”, and “self-regulating”. Smithers

argues that the kinds of artificial systems that have

been the subject of study in these fields are better de-

scribed as either automatic (self-acting) or cybernetic

(self-regulating) and that the term autonomous (self-

governing) must remain something for researchers of

AI, robotics and Artificial Life to aspire to. In particu-

lar, Smithers notes that:

Unlike cybernetic systems, which must have some

means for self-regulation, but which have the

laws of regulation either built into them or some-

how externally introduced, autonomous systems

must have some means of forming their own laws

of regulation as well as the means to regulate

their behavior with respect to them.

(Smithers 1997, p. 94)

Smithers survey of the meaning of “autonomous”

across biology, philosophy, ethics and law found that in

“all these cases the underlying notion is one of self-law

making, or self-governing, and it is closely related to the

concepts of self-identity and self-determination.” In law

and politics, Smithers notes that “autonomy is closely

connected to issues of self-identity of ethnic groups, na-

tional identity, and self-determination” and that “iden-

tity, normally of a group in this context, is something

which comes about through interaction with the envi-

ronment, in this case, with other people or peoples.”

In philosophy, “a person is morally autonomous if and

only if his or her moral principles or guidelines are his

or her own.” Autonomy plays a similar and important

role in ethics but here the situation is often made more

complex by the interaction of the autonomy of differ-

ent kinds of identities. Finally, Smithers sees that the

notion of autonomy is essentially the same in biology,

especially in Maturana and Varela’s development of au-

topoiesis as a theory of life in single cells (Maturana and

Varela, 1980). According to Varela (2000)1, a system is

autopoietic if;

1. it has a semi-permeable boundary,

2. the boundary is produced from within the system,

and

3. it encompasses reactions that regenerate the com-

ponents of the system.

1 As reported in Luisi (2003)
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The theory of autopoiesis thus attempts to capture

the essential process that generates the identity of living

organisms. It is from this continuous process of iden-

tity formation that the concept of autonomy is devel-

oped by Varela (1979): the identity of an autonomous

system is the result of a continuous and ongoing con-

struction process that is neither fixed from the start nor

given to it, as is the case for allopoietic systems. Au-

topoiesis as found in biological systems is thus a mecha-

nism for being autonomous, but not necessary the only

one. Varela and others have attempted to apply simi-

lar ideas to more abstract versions of autopoiesis, as a

way of understanding cognition (McMullin and Varela,

1997; Bourgine and Stewart, 2004) and sociological phe-

nomena (Luhmann, 1984).

3 Systems Theories of Creativity

According to systems theorists, the mechanisms of the

mind are insufficient to explain creativity. Vygotsky

(1971/1930) first proposed a systems theory of creativ-

ity, which highlighted the reciprocal relationship be-

tween creative individuals and their socio-cultural envi-

ronment. In Vygotsky’s thoery, creative individuals are

both influenced by their personal understanding of their

socio-cultural environment and through their actions

cause changes in their environment that affect them-

selves as well as others (Lindqvist, 2003). This recog-

nition that the creativity of an individual is necessarily

embedded within a socio-cultural context is the basis

of the theories of the creative systems that follow.

3.1 Csikszentmihalyi’s Systems View of Creativity

Csikszentmihalyi (1988) presented a systems view of

creativity, which he later extended to produce the Do-

main Individual Field Interaction (DIFI) theory of cre-

ativity (Feldman et al, 1994), as a description of the

components and interactions involved in a creative sys-

tem. In Csikszentmihalyi’s view, an individual’s role is

to bring about some transformation of the knowledge

held in the domain; the field is a set of social institutions

that selects from the variations produced by individu-

als those that are worth preserving; and, the domain

is a repository of knowledge held by the culture that

preserves ideas or forms selected by the field.

The interactions between the components of a cre-

ative system, illustrated in Figure 1, occur in cycles.

In a typical cycle, an individual takes some knowledge

provided by the culture and transforms it, if the trans-

formation is deemed valuable by the individual’s soci-

ety, it will be included in the domain of knowledge held

Fig. 1 The interactions between the individual, field and
domains in the DIFI model of creativity.

by its culture, thus providing a new starting point for

the next cycle of transformation and evaluation.

In Csikszentmihalyi’s model, creativity is not to be

found within any one of the system’s components, but

in the interactions between them (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999).

Clearly, however, the DIFI model reserves the title “cre-

ativity” to transformations of knowledge by individuals

that have a significant impact on the domain, i.e., H-

creativity.

3.2 Iba’s Autopoietic Theory of Creative Systems

Iba (2009) introduced a systems theory of creativity,

building on the theory of autopoietic social systems

proposed by Luhmann (1984). Luhmann’s theory of au-

topoietic social systems considers society and mind as

two structurally coupled autopoietic systems, where so-

ciety is an autopoietic system whose element is commu-

nication and mind is an autopoietic system whose ele-

ment is consciousness. Autopoietic social systems are

closed and must constantly reproduce through com-

munication. Conscious minds (or psychic systems) are

similarly closed, i.e., they cannot give or receive con-

sciousness. Consequently, minds are mutually inacces-

sible and communication is only possible through the

interaction of three parts; the information held in the

mind of the speaker, the utterance that is shared from

speaker to receiver, and the understanding that results

from the perturbation caused by the utterance in the

receiver’s mind.

Iba’s theory proposes a third autopoietic system,

a creative system, where the elemental unit is discov-
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ery, such that the ideas, associations and consequences

of a discovery are only meaningful within a creative

system. Consequently, in Iba’s theory, creative systems

are closed to the outside with respect to discoveries.

Iba’s theory attempts to capture the “contingent na-

ture of creativity”, or the fact that creative processes

do not build purely on successes but that they come

about as a result of chaining together many ideas, both

good and bad. As Sawyer (2003) noted, Darwin pro-

duced many ideas during the course of his life’s work

that were wrong in hindsight but proved to have an

important role in the development of his transforma-

tional theories. Iba’s theory also attempts to resolve

the problem of the “intrinsic nature of creativity” to

produce a theory that accommodates both P-creativity

and H-creativity and explain how communication be-

tween members of a group can transform the creative

process such that it promotes the generation of creative

ideas (Sawyer, 2003, 2008).

4 Artificial Creative Systems

Artificial creative systems are agent-based simulations

that explicitly model social and cultural aspects of cre-

ativity as protocols that govern communication between

agents. This section presents three artificial creative

systems developed to explore the role of communica-

tion in creative systems.

4.1 The Emergence of Shared Values in Creative Fields

The Digital Clockwork Muse (Saunders and Gero, 2001)

implements an artificial creative system where each agent

is capable of independently generating and evaluating

artefacts. Agents communicate artefacts and evalua-

tions with other agents according to a simple protocol,

which consists of two rules:

1. If an agent generates an artefact and evaluates it

to be suitably novel and valuable to be considered

“potentially creative” then it may send the artefact

to another agent for evaluation.

2. If an agent receives an artefact and evaluates it to be

suitably novel and valuable to be considered “cre-

ative” then it will inform the sender of its evaluation

and store the artefact in the domain for other agents

to access.

The communication protocol ensures that while judge-

ments of artefacts are arrived at independently by agents,

a consensus must be reached between at least two agents

before an artefact can be considered “creative” and

individuals is then able to appreciate the other’s work because 

they have constructed appropriate perceptual categories. The 

transfer of artworks from a source to a destination clique will 

introduce new variables into the creative processes of the 

destination clique, the two cliques can then explore in different 

directions, just as two individuals do when they share artworks. 

Cliques can therefore act as “super-artists”, exploring a design 

space as a collective and communicating interesting artworks 

between cliques. 

 

 

Figure 7. A screenshot of a simulation clearly showing two non-

communicating cliques.  

 

Figure 7 is a screenshot of the running simulation that has formed 

two cliques. To help visualise the emergent cliques, the distances 

between agents are shortened for agents that communicate 

frequently. The different styles of the two groups can also be seen, 

with agents 0-4 producing smooth radial images with low a fractal 

dimension (~1.4) and agents 5-9 producing fractured images with 

clearly defined edges and a higher fractal dimension (~1.7). A 

brief description of the calculation of fractal dimension used in 

these studies is given below. 

A second pair of groups was simulated with more similar hedonic 

functions that favoured N=9 and N=12. The communications of 

credit between agents is illustrated in Figure 8. The results show 

that while the cliques still form and communication of credit is 

still concentrated within these cliques, there are more inter-clique 

communications than before. 

An interesting observation about the nature of the communication 

between cliques can be made from looking at Figure 8 which 

shows that most of the payments between cliques came from the 

second group with preference for N=12; only one inter-clique 

payment was made by a member of the more conservative group 

that preferred N=9, i.e. between agent-1 and agent-5. This 

observation is consistent with the earlier observation that it is 

better to be too conservative than too radical when trying to gain 

the recognition of others with different preferences for novelty. 
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Figure 8. The communication of credit between two groups of 

agents having preference for novelty values N=9 and N=12. 

 

There are at least two possible explanations for this observation. 

The first is that agents with a higher preference for novelty can 

find the images produced by more conservative agents novel in 

comparison to the work of their fellow clique members. The 

second is that agents that prefer lower levels of novelty cannot 

appreciate the work of more radical agents and hence never 

attribute any credit to them. It is unclear from these results which 

explanation is more likely as either would explain the data. 

Further work may find that both behaviours play a role in the 

formation of cliques and the unequal communication of credit 

between them. 

The results of this experiment show that when a population of 

agents contains subgroups with different hedonic functions, the 

agents in those subgroups form cliques. The agents within a clique 

communicate credit frequently amongst themselves but rarely to 

outsiders. The stability of these cliques depends upon how similar 

the individuals in different subgroups are and how often the 

agents in one subgroup are exposed to the artworks of another 

subgroup. Further research is needed to determine whether other 

factors that can affect judgements of interestingness can similarly 

affect the social structure. 

The studies of clique formation in the fields modelled by The 

Digital Clockwork Muse provide an indication of how the 

methods of anthropology and sociology can be applied to 

artificially creative systems. As a consequence of these studies we 

can begin to understand how barriers form between different 

members of a field. The utility of this approach can be seen in the 

development of the fields of computational sociology and 

computational anthropology to investigate social phenomena. 

Potentially, similar models may be able to illuminate issues 

surrounding the emergence of “paradigm shifts” as documented 

by Kuhn [6]. 

Domains of Complexity 
To investigate the relationship between the search for novelty and 

the complexity of the resulting artworks an experiment was 

conducted to compare agents with different preferences for 

novelty encoded in their hedonic functions. To measure the 

complexity of the images the fractal dimension of selected images 

was calculated. The calculation was performed on the images after 

image processing to determine the dominant edges so that the 

fractal dimension would be that of the images as perceived by the 

agents. The fractal dimension was estimated using the box 

counting method – this is the same method that Taylor et al. [15] 

Fig. 2 The formation of two subfields, or ‘cliques’ within
an artificial creative system. Each square is an agent, the
lines between agents represent rewards for generating ‘cre-
ative’ products.

added to the domain. The artefacts in the Digital Clock-

work Muse are small bitmap images. Agents generate

the images using an interactive evolutionary algorithm,

similar to the one devised by Sims (1991). The im-

ages are evaluated using the Wundt Curve (Figure 3),

a model of interest proposed by Berlyne (1960), which

favours novel artefacts that are similar-but-different from

previously learned prototypes. By varying the model of

interest, each agent may have a different preferred nov-

elty.

Fig. 3 The Wundt Curve: A model of interest for generating
rewards based on novelty.
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During simulation runs, sub-fields, or “cliques”, emerged

with shared values such that agents in a clique would

typically favour images produced by other agents in the

same clique over those produced by agents outside the

clique, as illustrated in Figure 2. Cliques would form

when a sub-group of agents shared images frequently

as this caused the prototypes stored in the memories

of each agent to become more similar. Cliques could

become stable if the agents also shared a similar pref-

erence for novelty as this would increase the likelihood

that novel images produced by an agent would be highly

valued by the other members of its clique.

4.1.1 Other Computational Models of Creative

Societies

Other multi-agent models of social creativity have ex-

amined the relationships between individuals and fields.

Gero and Sosa (2002) explored the emergence of “gate-

keepers” in creative fields, i.e., individuals with the abil-

ity to strongly affect the contents of the domain. Bown

(2008) developed multi-agent models to explore cohe-

sion, competition and maladaptation in the evolution of

musical behaviour. Colton et al (2000) present a com-

putational model involving multiple agents working to-

gether to explore a mathematical domain.

4.2 The Evolution of Language in Creative Domains

Creative domains, as described by Csikszentmihalyi (1988),

are dynamically maintained and distributed across fields,

with each individual in a field having only a partial view

of the whole domain. The knowledge in domains exists

in a variety of forms and is often expressed in domain-

specific languages that evolve over time.

Steels (1995) developed an agent-based model of the

evolution of languages based on the repeated playing of

language games, similar to those described by Wittgen-

stein (1953). In Steels’ “guessing game”, an agent, the

initiator, selects an object from the environment and

describes it using a simple utterance to a second agent,

the recipient, who attempts to identify the object in

the environment. Success or failure to identify the ob-

ject described by an utterance provides reinforcement

signals to inform the learning processes of both the ini-

tiator and the recipient. Through the repeated playing

of many language games, a group of agents is driven to

adopt common meanings for their utterances and, as a

consequence, a shared lexicon emerges (Steels, 1996).

The languages evolved share some interesting features

of natural languages including words that have multiple

meanings and multiple words having the same meaning.

Saunders (2011) developed an artificial creativity

system that supports the evolution of a domain-specific

language for describing coloured shapes of varying type,

size and hue. Individuals are modelled as curious design

agents: each agent is capable of generating new shapes

and assessing their novelty. If a generated shape is ap-

propriately novel, the agent produces an utterance and

communicates the shape and its description to another

agent by playing the guessing game.

Simulations showed that agents could develop a com-

mon lexicon for describing coloured shapes, indicating

that the knowledge in the domain could be success-

fully distributed across a field. The distributed nature

of the domain in these simulations opens up new op-

portunities for modelling social and cultural aspects of

creativity, including the transfer of knowledge between

domains and the maintenance of domains through ed-

ucation, see Saunders (2011) for details.

4.2.1 Other Computational Models of Creative

Domains

Meme and Variations (MAV) is a computational model

of how cultural evolution is driven by a society of in-

teracting individuals, based on the premise that use-

ful novel ideas are variations of existing ones (Gabora,

1995). Axelrod’s model of the dissemination of culture,

while not attempting to model cultural creativity, illus-

trates the significance that individual acts of communi-

cation can have on the formation and multi-cultural so-

cieties (Axelrod, 1997). Miranda et al (2003) developed

a model of the evolution of simple musical forms us-

ing a language game such that compositions are shared

through agents performing for each other and the suc-

cess of a tune is measured by the ability of another

agent to reproduce it.

4.2.2 Embodied Artificial Creative Systems

Curious Whispers is a project to develop artificial cre-

ative systems using simple robots to explore opportuni-

ties afforded by embodiment for computational creativ-

ity (Saunders et al, 2010). The current implementation

of Curious Whispers (version 2.0) uses a small group

of mobile robots, each equipped with speakers, micro-

phones and a movable plastic cover, see Figure 4.

Each robot is capable of generating songs, evaluat-

ing the novelty and value of a song, and performing

those songs that they determine to be potentially cre-

ative to other members of the society. Each robot also

listens to the performances of the other robots and if it

values a song attempts to compose a variation.
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Fig. 4 Curious Whispers 2.0, an embodied artificial creative
system consisting of robots, capable of generating and per-
forming simple songs, and a simple three-button synthesiser
to allow humans to participate. (Photo: Emma Chee)

The robots have been programmed to take advan-

tage of their embodiment in order to reduce their com-

puting requirements. By closing their plastic covers,

the robots can play songs to themselves during com-

position sessions. This allows them to make use of the

same hardware and software that they use to analyse

the songs of other robots and removes the need for sim-

ulation that would require a more powerful central pro-

cessing unit.

Unlike the simulations described above, humans are

welcome to join this tabletop society by playing songs

to the robots using a simple synthesiser. If the robots

consider the songs played by humans to be interest-

ing they will adopt them. Using this simple interface,

humans are free to introduce domain knowledge from

their culture, e.g., fragments of well-known songs, into
the collective memory of the robot society.

5 Towards Autonomous Creative Systems

The previous section has presented three implementa-

tions of artificial creative systems, each of which ex-

plores different aspects of the role of communication in

the generation, expression, evaluation, and description

of creative artefacts. Understanding that communica-

tion is an essential component of any creative system,

whether human or artificial, provides a different per-

spective on the nature of creativity. Returning to the

questions from the beginning of this paper, we can ex-

plore the implications of this perspective on the rela-

tionship between creativity and autonomy.

5.1 What would it mean to produce an autonomous

creative system?

An autonomous creative system, in the sense that Smithers

(1997) demands, will have to be self-governing but will

also need to be open to communication. Free from inter-

ference, an autonomous creative system will develop its

own values, meanings, languages and practices. Inter-

acting with an autonomous creative system will require

a period of mutual learning and negotiation through re-

peated communications, such as it occurs in language

games. Sustained communication building on a com-

mon ground, no matter how ambiguous, will provide op-

portunities to “educate” the autonomous creative sys-

tem.

Building artificial creative systems that support com-

munication between all agents, whether human or ar-

tificial, provides an opportunity to study the processes

of mutual learning, negotiation and education in simple

systems, e.g., the interactions between humans and the

tabletop society of singing robots, as outlined above.

5.2 How might we begin to develop an autonomous

creative system?

The approach proposed here is to bootstrap the de-

velopment of autonomous creative systems by starting

with very simple artificial creative systems and itera-

tively reducing the dependence on fixed rules that gov-

ern the processes of generation, evaluation and commu-

nication.

The development of more sophisticated models of

communication, such as the ones being developed by

Oudeyer and Kaplan (2006) for developmental robotics,

may be of particular importance in the bootstrapping

process. As Wittgenstein (1953) noted, there are poten-

tially countless types of language games that arise from

the activities that people engage in:

1. Giving orders, and obeying them

2. Describing the appearance of an object, or

giving its measurements

3. Constructing an object from a description (a

drawing)

4. Reporting an event

5. Speculating about an event

(Wittgenstein 1953)

It is not necessarily the goal here to only replicate

natural languages—all forms of creative expression are

communicated in languages, whether they are written

and oral, visual, musical, gestural, etc. Focussing on

the communicative abilities of computational systems
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to learn from and experiment with languages, in what-

ever mediums they arise, will provide agents with a solid

basis for engaging in creative acts within a dynamic so-

cial and cultural context.

5.3 How would we know if we have succeeded?

The recent interest in developing methods of evaluat-

ing computational creativity has resulted in a number

of tools for evaluating creative systems based on prod-

uct and/or process (Ritchie, 2001; Colton and Pease,

2011). Jordanous (2011) has conducted the most com-

prehensive and rigorous review to date on the evalua-

tion of computational creativity, and has developed a

Standardised Procedure for Evaluating Creative Sys-

tems (SPECS).

Any autonomous creative system will have the fea-

tures of one or more coupled autopoietic systems, in

particular, the creative process will be confined to its

boundary. This raises significant challenges for the eval-

uation of an autonomous system’s creativity. Clearly,

ad hoc evaluations based on versions of the Turing Test

will be of little or no use in determining the creativity of

such systems. Even if, as Colton and Pease (2011) sug-

gest, these tests include an interactive component, the

products of the system and the responses of its members

cannot be assessed by humans uncoupled from the sys-

tem. Thus, evaluating the creativity of autopoietic sys-

tems will require us to look at the coupling of systems,

whether artificial or human, as a means of establishing

a common reference frame. Consequently, the evalua-

tion of autonomous creative systems may have to take

on practices more akin to anthropology (Saunders and

Gero, 2002).

6 Conclusion

Human creativity is a complex phenomenon that emerges

from the interactions between people, processes, prod-

ucts, and environments. While systems theories of cre-

ativity have made strong cases for the importance of

interaction between individuals and their social and cul-

tural environments, computational creativity has been

dominated by a focus on the simulation of cognitive

processes and the replication of extraordinary talents.

The central argument of this paper is that no model of

creativity can be complete without an account of the

interactions between individuals and their social and

cultural environments.

This paper has presented an alternative approach

for the development of computational creativity, in-

formed by systems theories of human creativity. Ar-

tificial creative systems are computational models of

creativity built around communication between self-

motivated agents capable of independent generation and

evaluation of novel and valuable products. In the Digital

Clockwork Muse, interactions between curious agents

resulted in the emergence of (sub)fields of individuals

with shared values that change over time as the field col-

lectively explores a space of possibilities. The introduc-

tion of language games to an artificial creative system

enabled agents to not only exchange artefacts and eval-

uations but to negotiate descriptions and meanings for

their products. Exploiting the embodiment of an artifi-

cial creative system implemented as a group of mobile

robots opened the system up to the injection of domain

knowledge from human cultures.

As Smithers (1997) argued, autonomy (self-government)

of computational systems must remain something that

we aspire to. A significant leap of faith is required to

imagine that the artificial creative systems described

in this paper could ever become autonomous in this

sense. Accepting the essential nature of communication,

however, provides a different perspective on the devel-

opment of autonomous creative systems. In aspiring to

creative autonomy, it seems critical that we find ways to

take advantage of the rich physical, social and cultural

environments as valuable resources, rather than looking

at them as yet another problem to solve (Clark, 1998).

The artificial creative systems approach introduced

here has explored the nature of interaction and has

identified communication between individuals using grounded

languages as an effective way to exploit social and cul-

tural environments in the service of creativity. Ulti-

mately, the ability to learn grounded languages with
which to express and describe concepts may prove to

be the central challenge facing the developers of au-

tonomous creative systems.
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